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Israel: A De Facto Member of NATO

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, May 08 2016

Does the March 2013 Israel-NATO agreement “obligate” NATO “to come to the rescue of
Israel” under the doctrine of “collective security”? The agreement tightens the process of
US-NATO-Israel military planning relating to any future operation in the Middle East.

US-NATO  “Humanitarian  Interventions”  have  Resulted  in  “Crimes  against
Humanity”…

By Mark Taliano, May 09 2016

The West and its allies are perpetrating unspeakable yet well-documented crimes against
humanity as Washington forges ahead with its pre-planned agenda to destroy non-compliant
areas in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) in favour of its Wahhabi-inspired proxy
armies,…

Israeli  Rape of  Golan Heights  Is  Also Netanyahu’s  Settlement Plan for  the West  Bank,
Jerusalem and Gaza

By Anthony Bellchambers, May 09 2016

Internationally recognized as Syrian territory, the Golan Heights has been occupied and
administered by Israel since 1967. It was captured during the 1967 Six-Day War.  On 19 June
1967, the Israeli cabinet voted to return the Golan to Syria in…

The ‘Aleppo Hospital’ Smokescreen: Covering up Al Qaeda Massacres in Syria, Once Again

By Prof. Tim Anderson, May 09 2016
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Over April-May dozens of people were murdered across Aleppo as civilian areas and major
hospitals  were  bombed  by  the  NATO-backed  ‘rebel’  groups.  They  were  even  filmed  firing
their ‘hell cannons’ and saying “throw it on the civilians” Meanwhile, western media…

Camouflage  of  British  War  Crimes  in  Iraq:  Chilcot  Inquiry  Publication  Delayed:  “  to  Avoid
Embarrassing Tony Blair.”

By Felicity Arbuthnot, May 09 2016

“Nothing  justifies  killing  of  innocent  people.”  (Tony  Blair,  CNN,  15th  January  2015.)  The
publication of the Chilcot Inquiry which began in 2009 and concluded three years ago,
investigating the illegal 2003 invasion of Iraq, so far costing a reported £10,375,000,…

The Australian Election Campaign Begins

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, May 09 2016

“Big fan of LBJ, me mum,” said Chris Uhlmann, journalist for the ABC’s Twenty-Four hour
television news network.  And that, perhaps, was the only thing of any interest in what must
be regarded as one of the most boring exhibitions…
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